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Hungry Harvest Delivers Food Choices that Make a Difference 
Produce Delivery on a Mission Launches in Metro Detroit this June 

DETROIT, MI –Hungry Harvest, a farm to doorstep produce delivery service, is launching in Detroit and Ann 
Arbor in June. The company works to rescue fruits and vegetables that would otherwise go to waste due to 
cosmetic imperfections or surpluses, curates that produce into weekly customizable harvest boxes and delivers 
directly to subscribers starting at just $15. Every Hungry Harvest delivery rescues at least 10 pounds of food from 
going to waste and supports the work of local hunger-solving organizations. 

Each year, 125 billion pounds of food are destined for the landfill, accounting for 14 percent of national water 
consumption and 176 million metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions, a leading cause of climate change. 
Meanwhile, 20 percent of Americans live in food insecurity. In Metro Detroit alone, 500,000 people live in 
poverty and are at risk of going hungry. “Simple choices, like how we get our food, are more powerful than we 
think” says Evan Lutz, CEO and Founder of Hungry Harvest. “Our move into the Metro Detroit area helps to 
further Hungry Harvest’s mission to democratize access to healthy food by ending food waste and hunger in 
America.” 

To that end, Hungry Harvest will be partnering to support the work of Forgotten Harvest, a nonprofit organization 
that delivers food - free of charge - to emergency food providers across Metro Detroit. “People all over Metro 
Detroit face food insecurity every day” says Kirk Mayes, CEO of Forgotten Harvest. “Our trucks will continue to 
go out every day delivering healthy, rescued food to agencies that serve this vulnerable population. We welcome 
new partner businesses that contribute or redirect their surplus food to help our mission.” 

Founded in 2014, Hungry Harvest was created on the premise that every person has the right to eat healthy and 
every fruit and vegetable deserves to be eaten. With the help of their subscribers, Hungry Harvest has rescued 
over 8 million pounds of food from going to waste and supported donations of over 750,000 pounds of food to 
local hunger-solving groups. 

“Mission-driven businesses are a powerful tool to create a sustainable change in our food system and our 
environment” says Lutz. “We’re excited to partner with our subscribers and local nonprofits to bring consistent, 
accessible impact to Michigan.”  

New customers looking to sign up for delicious produce delivery and join Hungry Harvest’s food empowering 
mission can use code HEALTHYMI for $5 off their first box at hungryharvest.net. 

About Hungry Harvest  
Hungry Harvest is a farm to doorstep produce delivery company on a mission to eliminate food waste and hunger. 
Founded in 2014, the company works to rescue fruits and vegetables that would otherwise go to waste and sells it 
at discounted prices to subscribers. Every Hungry Harvest delivery rescues at least 10 pounds of food from going 
to waste and supports the work of local hunger-solving organizations. Customizable produce boxes cost less than 
grocery store prices and offer the convenience of delivery. To date, Hungry Harvest has rescued more than 8 
million pounds of fruits and vegetables and provided more than 750,000 pounds of produce to local nonprofits, 
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food banks and Produce in a SNAP reduced-cost markets. Currently, Hungry Harvest delivers in Maryland, 
Washington, DC, Philadelphia, Southern New Jersey, Northern Delaware, Northern Virginia, South Florida, The 
Triangle area in North Carolina, and the Detroit Metro Region in Michigan. Recognized by Forbes Magazine, 
The James Beard Foundation, American Heart Association, and Whole30, Hungry Harvest has become one of the 
leading voices in the mission to eradicate food waste and hunger in this country. For more information, visit: 
www.hungryharvest.net. 

About Forgotten Harvest Oak Park, Michigan-based Forgotten Harvest was formed in 1990 to fight two 
problems: hunger and waste. Forgotten Harvest “rescued” over 45 million pounds of food last year by collecting 
surplus prepared and perishable food from over 800 locations, including grocery stores, fruit and vegetable 
markets, restaurants, caterers, dairies, farmers, wholesale food distributors and other Health Department-
approved sources. This donated food, which would otherwise go to waste, is delivered free of charge to over 250 
emergency food providers in the metro Detroit area. Learn more about Forgotten Harvest and how to help drive 
hunger from our community at www.forgottenharvest.org 
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